SQUEEZE BOX

INTRO: [G/ /] [Cadd9/ /] repeated

[G] MAMA'S GOT A SQUEEZE BOX
SHE WEARS ON HER CHEST
[G] AND WHEN DADDY COMES HOME
HE NEVER GETS NO REST
'CAUSE SHE'S [D] PLAYING ALL NIGHT.
AND THE [C] MUSIC'S ALL RIGHT
[D] MAMA'S GOT A SQUEEZE BOX.
[C] DADDY NEVER SLEEPS AT [G/ /] NIGHT

[G/ /] [Cadd9/ /] repeated

[G] WELL THE KIDS DON'T EAT
AND THE DOG CAN'T SLEEP
[G] THERE'S NO ESCAPE FROM THE MUSIC
IN THE WHOLE DAMN STREET
'CAUSE SHE'S [D] PLAYING ALL NIGHT.
AND THE [C] MUSIC'S ALL RIGHT
[D] MAMA'S GOT A SQUEEZE BOX.
[C] DADDY NEVER SLEEPS AT [G/ /] NIGHT

[G/ /] [Cadd9/ /] repeated

[G] SHE GOES IN AND OUT AND IN AND OUT
AND IN AND OUT AND IN AND OUT
'CAUSE SHE'S [D] PLAYING ALL NIGHT.
AND THE [C] MUSIC'S ALL RIGHT
[D] MAMA'S GOT A SQUEEZE BOX.
[C] DADDY NEVER SLEEPS AT [G/ /] NIGHT

[G/ /] [Cadd9/ /] repeated

SHE GOES, [G/ ] SQUEEZE ME,
COME ON AND [G/ ] SQUEEZE ME
COME ON AND [D/ ] TEASE ME LIKE YOU DO
I'M [C/ ] SO IN LOVE WITH YOU
[D] MAMA'S GOT A SQUEEZE BOX.
[C] DADDY NEVER SLEEPS AT [G/ /] NIGHT

[G/ /] [Cadd9/ /] repeated

[G] SHE GOES IN AND OUT AND IN AND OUT
AND IN AND OUT AND IN AND OUT
'CAUSE SHE'S [D] PLAYING ALL NIGHT.
AND THE [C] MUSIC'S ALL RIGHT
[D] MAMA'S GOT A SQUEEZE BOX.
[C] DADDY NEVER SLEEPS AT [G/ /] NIGHT

[G/ /] [Cadd9/ /] repeated